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Generators 

ESE ensuring all your standby power needs are fulfilled 

Contact us 

01389 729008 

www.esenergyltd.com 

Power availability  and security is achievable by using standby generators. ESE can provide these generators 

and more. 

With over 50 years combined  experience in the industry ESE can ensure you receive the most  up to date,     

expert advice and provide the latest equipment tailored to meet your specific needs. 

Losing power for even a few hours can mean  thousands of pounds in lost revenue to your business. ESE supply 

standby generators powerful enough to keep your  entire operation going. Offering the full turnkey solution from 

supply through install and commissioning to ongoing servicing.  Keeping your business running 24/7. 



 

Standby Generator 

Client: Blue chip manufacturing company 

 

Project: Client wished to install a generator 

to power their premises at times of power     

outage and to guarantee no downtime in       

production due to power loss. 

 

Problem: The client operated a myriad of 

large machinery in his factory that placed large 

shock loading on the mains and was unsure of 

what size of  standby generator  to employ. 

Technical Solution: 

We carried out a full survey and assessment of 

the installed equipment, analysing how and 

when it was being operated. Using this           

information we were able to determine the most 

suitable generator for the clients current and  

future needs. Having the correct size of        

generator meant that initial costs were kept to a 

minimum and removing the need for an upgrade 

of the machine in the foreseeable future.  

Package:  

1250kVA generator was installed and          

commissioned by ESE with continued support in 

maintenance  and servicing as per OEM        

recommendations. 
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What makes us different from other         

suppliers? 

 Being an independent company ESE are 

able to tailor equipment to the clients   

specific needs. Minimising commercial and 

environmental impact. 

 We cut out the uncertainty of determining 

what size generator is best for you. 

 We provide a full range of generator      

ratings so no matter your needs, we can 

provide the solution. 

 We can provide bulk tanks and ancillary 

items. 

 Full installation and commissioning. 

ESE offer a full range of standby            

generators from 30kVA to 1250kVA. 


